Who are the Andromeda Council

Come and discover who the Andromeda Council is and what they do in the universe
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The following three images with information are biographies of two Native American individuals one an ambassador and the other is a diplomat and also a Vice-Chairwoman representing the Andromeda Council various interests.

All the renders of the digital art work with the various Andromeda Council representatives for this presentation was done by Elena Kapulnik. Elena is an extraterrestrial contactee and also an intuitive empath having contact with multiple benevolent star races of the universe. For more information please visit Elena’s website at: Messages from a Star Traveler
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Definition of Biosphere - A "biosphere" is a hollow artificial planet. It has been manufactured. It can also be known as a planetoid.

As an example, there are twelve (12) Andromeda Council flagged biospheres at this time, large planetoid spacecraft, stationed just outside of Earth’s space. These are complete living & working environments. Each contains many parks of various sizes throughout each biosphere with walking paths, swimming ponds, trees, grazing animals... much like deer, rabbits & squirrels. The primary Andromeda Council biosphere is where diplomat visitors attend many of the Council, sub-committee, and advisory board meetings. This specific primary biosphere is about the size of Pluto, has 26 floors, is powered by a crystalline fusion generator, has an executive staff of 15 officers, and a crew compliment of 50,000 people and their families. This one biosphere can hold upward of 2 million people at full capacity. It contains the following floors:

Ship Levels
Main Command Control
Central Command Control
Astronomy - star mapping & star viewing/Observatory
Commander and all officer living quarters
All crew living quarters
Food central (various restaurants & pub)
Gardens
Green house
Living area/ for all animals
Holographic Central / area for all sports activities
Flight School / Adult Education Rooms
Docking Bay Hangar
Scout Crafts
City Size Ships
Climate Control
Interdimensional beings living quarters
Andromeda Council Chambers / all sub committee & advisory board rooms.
Ambassadors, Diplomats, Royalty, Andromeda Council senior members - this floor all private living quarters for these people.
Living quarters for families
Family Greenhouse & many gardens
Playgrounds for kids
Family Food Courts
Children's School
Family Holographics, recreation, sports
Family Medical Observatory Room
Family Astronomy Look out/Observatory

[Note: also keep in mind the crystal fusion powered generator vertically spans the four (4) full middle floors.]
There are six hospital/healthcare Andromeda biosphere ships that provide counseling, sound healing, auric field cleansing, memory recall, educational teaching, reintroduction into the work force environment, etc. in order to help people to acclimate to their various life circumstances.
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Andromeda Council Exploration/Science Ship

Navigation and exploration data screen on a traveling science ship.

Location: Operations bridge deck of an exploration ship.

Name: Nikae Whenyama
Relationship: Son of Zoltar
Status: Chief Operations/Exploration Officer
Planet: Dakote
Apparent Age: In his late 20's
Height: 7'2
Hair: Black

These are images of an operations/exploration science ship, traveling on a mission to find new star systems and explore uninhabited planets for colonization.
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This is the operations/exploration science ship sent out by the Andromeda Council to search for uninhabited star systems and planets.
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This is what the Andromeda Biospheres look like. They resemble what humans call Dyson Spheres, planetoids or ships made for space travel, with living accommodations, and various ecosystems.
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These are the six hospital/healthcare Andromeda biosphere ships that provide physical healing, psychological/emotional healing, energy healing of soul signatures, various types of emotional counseling, and soul record memory downloads.
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The Andromeda Council

The Andromeda Council is an intergalactic, interstellar & interdimensional governance and development body of aligned benevolent star systems & planets of sentient intelligent life... for worlds in both the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies. The Andromeda galaxy is also known as M31 to the people of Earth.

The chaired members of the Andromeda Council comprise a total of twelve (12) different, distinct member worlds & many, many races. There is one Ambassador per seat for each of the 12 senior member worlds. As well there are also members with 'junior' status. The Galactic Federation is represented by the number 10 senior members of the Council, people of the Tau Ceti star system, planet Xeta.

This information is presented by Tolec, who is the representative of the Andromeda Council: www.andromedacouncil.com
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Vice-Chairwoman Tania Piekae of the Andromeda Council standing on one of the decks of the primary Andromeda biosphere where most of the Andromeda Council meetings take place. Chairwoman Tania is from the planet Terial in the star system Mirach contained in the Andromeda constellation. The Chairwoman looks like Charlize Theron, and in human years is in her 30’s, approximately 33-34 years old, height 6'8 feet tall.

About Planet Terial

My home world consists of many large and small islands in a vast ocean. They are grouped together on one side of the planet. Most of the planet is covered by water.

There is a large mountain range called Tie-key Mountains, which has a purple tint, which is the largest continent called Sae-wyeeze.

Most of the planet Terial is covered by water. The back side of the planet consists of the sea.

The other three major islands on Terial are:

Middle of Planet: Nahn-see cole
Top of Planet: Moe chee
(Volcano): Pa 'About-nee-tae

There are rolling hills, forests, lakes, rivers, trees, grasslands and beaches. The forests are very perfect in appearance. Grasslands are yellow in color. The beaches are white with crystalline spots.

The waters around the coast are turquoise-green and clear to see through to the bottom. The sea is very blue in depth mixed with some purple. Heaven (AV: "sky")? has a combination of pink-yellowish tint by day. The night sky has a black look with the different sizes of the six colored moons that are visible both at night and during the day. The colors are very vivid and very clear.
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Vice-Chairwoman Tania touring the Food Replicator and resting lounge on the primary Andromeda Biosphere ship of the Andromeda Council.
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Vice-Chairwoman Tania visiting the central meeting board room and viewing deck of the primary Andromeda biosphere ship.
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Vice-Chairwoman Tania standing in a meeting area and dining room on the primary Andromeda biosphere ship.

Tania likes to wear silver pearls on her dresses and for jewelry as the pearls bring good luck energy and also raise a person's vibrations.
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On the left hand side is an example of the type of pearls Vice-Chairwoman Tania likes to wear on her dresses and in jewelry. Pearls symbolize wisdom and prosperity.
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Vice-Chairwoman Tania getting ready to go to one of the intergalactic, diplomatic Council formals or balls. Tania is standing beside an area called the New World Office Center. The Andromeda Council has various sub-committees that are responsible for doing different types of deep investigation and research work about world's that wish to become part of the Galactic Federation, these investigations are done prior to any planet becoming a member of the Andromeda Council so this center probably represents this type of an office area. This World Office Center is likely a meeting place for new Andromeda Council - member worlds. The World Office Center is located beside a lounge setting and further down the corridor there are diplomat meeting rooms, a few doors down two large ball rooms. Across the way four corridors down there is a gala central banquet center for hosting events for visiting delegates, ambassadors, and diplomats.

All the doors on the Andromeda biosphere ship slide open or close, or just appear to open and close, there are no handles on the doors so the walls and locations on the ship look seamless and everything is functional in one way or another as no space is wasted on the ship.
Vice-Chairwoman Tania on her way to hosting a diplomats delegation at the gala central banquet center on the primary Andromeda biosphere ship.

Tania is wearing a Grecian type dress and it often has a white cloak that she wears with the dress.
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Visit to the Digital Art Lab on Andromeda Biosphere

One of my (Star Traveler) heart mates Aleya who is half Andromedan communicated to me that one of the Andromedan biosphere ships has an arts lab for drawing, painting, and creating digital art. If someone does not know how to draw, paint, or create digital art, there are instant informational teaching downloads that are uploaded into the brain, these downloads allow a person to learn the basic concepts of how to draw, paint, and create digital art as well as learning more advanced concepts at an accelerated learning rate.

The drawing and painting is done with thin laser beam pencils, and pens that emit light colors. Artists use plexiglass canvases or aluminum sheet tablet displays to paint on. Sculptures are created with crystal glass or itched with the holographic light spectrum, music can also be programmed into the sculpture displays as acoustic background rhythms when the statues are being showcased.

Aleya is part of the Red Arrow Squad, they are a team of warriors who patron the known universe to prevent negative intruders from entering the Milky Way galaxy. During her vacation and in between missions Aleya likes to be an artist as a hobby, she draws, paints, and does digital art renderings.

When I went to the primary Andromeda Biosphere ship I got to visit the digital art lab and learn how to create digitized art work in 4D and 5D rendering. The visit to the art lab was for a special project that I needed to complete in order to represent certain individuals of the Andromeda Council.
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Andromedan Soul Avatars

The Star Traveler interfaces with her Andromedan Soul Avatars on a regular basis on the Andromeda Council Primary biosphere ship. These soul avatars have the same part of the soul spark signature as the Star Traveler so they can interact with each other as they belong to one soul group.

On the left is Analaia Valdez and on the right is Senaia Shanar, these female soul avatars monitor the various quantum timelines that are in progress in the Andromeda Galaxy and the Milky Way Galaxy from the Andromeda Council Primary biosphere ship. As well the ladies travel on exploration ships to the various dimensions to see how beings evolve in the eight to twelve dimensional realms in the universe.

Analaia looks like actress Tricia Helfer and Senaia looks actress Emilia Clarke, the images of the soul avatars are likenesses to what they look like to the Star Traveler.

In the middle is Enara, she is a dragon fairy living in the Andromeda Galaxy, she is also a soul avatar to the Star Traveler on Earth. Enara helps to heal the various soul beings that have chosen to incarnate to Earth during the time of the Ascension.

There are many soul sparks who are guardians, time travelers, watchers, light workers, etc. on Earth, these beings are of the light and help to ground Earth’s energies to anchor the planet in peace and positive timeline outcomes for the future.
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Vice-Chairwoman Tania heading to the records library of the primary Andromeda biosphere ship.

The library information records are stored on mini micro chips, crystal disks, and data tablet pads. There are holographic viewing rooms in the library complex where this portable technology can be hooked up to mini super computers to watch recorded history events, movies, do research, etc. As well the library has four computer labs, and two communication centers to talk with various Andromeda biosphere ships, outposts, and establishing planet communication grids. The library has four level decks in the complex. There is a large park next to the library with a big lake, the beach, trees, and animals grazing.
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Ambassador Tanka Wheneh, spiritual sage & advisor to the Andromeda Council and Ambassador to all Native American people living west of the Mississippi River located in the United States of America (U.S.).

Ambassador Tanka is originally from the Pleiades constellation, Taygeta star system and home planet of Dakote, one of four planets in that star system, and the home planet of the Dakota, Lakota, Nakota and many other Native American Peoples.

Ambassador Tanka will look to Earth humans much like very tall, [in excess of 7 feet], very good looking, Native American males with very dark brown eyes, and long, dark straight hair. Ambassador Tanka will look to be, age wise, in his early 50s, height 7'2 feet tall. In this image Tanka looks about twenty years older than fifty as the image is only an approximation of what he really looks like.
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Maka Nahiweh is a Diplomat of the Andromeda Council to all Native American people living on 'Turtle Island' & all private citizens, all sovereign people, living in the United States of America.

Diplomat Maka is originally from the Pleiades constellation, Taygeta star system and home planet of Dakote, one of four planets in that star system, and the home planet of the Dakota, Lakota, Nakota and many other Native American Peoples.

Diplomat Maka will look to Earth humans much like very tall, [in excess of 7 feet], very good looking, Native American males with very dark brown eyes, and long, dark straight hair. Maka will look, age wise, to be in his early 30s, approximately 33-34 years old, height 7'5 feet tall.
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Andromeda Council

These are the approximate variations of diplomat and ambassadorial robes that the council representatives wear. As well the type of Grecian style dress worn by a chairwoman to intergalactic and diplomatic events.
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These are the Andromeda Council women’s cape dresses that are worn during intergalactic events and diplomatic functions for the longer length dresses.
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The twelve (12) Andromeda Council Biospheres –

including the six (6) healthcare biospheres /‘hospital ships’

All information about the biospheres is from: www.andromedacouncil.com
AN EXAMPLE

Below is a 'cross-section' view of the layout of the primary Andromeda Council biosphere/command ship. Just follow the colored text left to right to match the floors, rows, designated areas & rooms.

- **Main Command Control Room**
- **Central Command Communication Room**
- **Astronomy Lookout Station**
- **Commander & Officers Quarters**
  - Crew Quarters
  - Food Central
  - Gardens
- **Greenhouse Room**
- **Ark Room Animals**
- **Holographic Central/Recreation/Sports**
- **Medical Observatory**
- **Flight School/Adult Educational Rooms**
- **Docking Bay Hangar**
- **Scout Crafts**
- **City Size Ships**
- **Climate Control Room**
- **Captains, pilots, engineers, scientists - Quarters**
- **Andromeda Council Room/Meeting Rooms**
- **Ambassadors, Diplomats, Royalty, Council Officials - All Secure Private Quarters**
- **Family Greenhouse/Garden Room**
- **Family Holographics/Recreation/Sports**
- **Family Food Courts**
- **Children's School**
- **Family Medical Observatory Room**
- **Family Astronomy Lookout Station**

Other rooms include:
- **Crystal Generator / Beam / & Engineering**
  - Note: all rooms, all floors surround this power generator, it is very, very safe.

- **28 floors** (e.g., lakes, vines, bushes, trees, rolling hills, waterfalls, streams, large rock surfaces for rock climbing... much like the most very expensive resort hotels & new mall interiors)
- **15 parks** (avg. 5-10 miles in size per park) with automatic water misting system
daily traffic... people coming & going; 500 on a quiet day... upwards of 5,000 people on a busy day, per day, due to all the changes going on in our solar system... multiple scientists & experts from Milky Way & Andromeda galaxies all converging, visiting & observing
elevators - floor to floor, and there is a bi-directional tube transport system - on each floor from one end to the other & the circumference of the whole biosphere

Approximate size of: **Pluto**
- 2m people - at full capacity
- 12 executive officers
- 50k crew members
- 30k civilians including families
- 12 Ambassadors = 12 Ambassador Regents, numerous sub-committee & advisory board members
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**TOTAL:** TWELVE (12) ANDROMEDA COUNCIL BIOSPHERES

(1) Primary Andromeda Council biosphere/command ship

**Purpose:** Andromeda Council primary biosphere is very much like an intergalactic & interstellar U.N. government center. The Council itself formally meets four times per week. Also Andromeda Council - sub-committee & advisory board meetings are held here every day, each work week. The Council is made up of 12 senior member planets: Pitolla, Nikotae, Legola, Kaena, Percula, Pershea, Ventra, Toleka, Ritol, (from the star system - Tau Ceti, Xeta, the home world of the Galactic Federation), Degaroth, and Etorth. [also see this page of the AndromedaCouncil web site: http://www.andromedacouncil.com/about.html]

This biosphere is also the headquarters for the coordinated defense of all Andromeda Council biospheres. It is well protected & well defended with extra strong defense shields due to all of the officials meeting here. It is the size of "Pluto".

Other five (5) standard biospheres and their purpose

[Note: more biospheres are located just outside the solar system on stand-by in case they are needed]

(2) CENTORIA (Sen-toree-ah) **Purpose:** Defense Biosphere. note: Procyon people are stationed in this defense biosphere. Other volunteered warriors from other worlds include people from – this Andromeda Council web page - [http://www.andromedacouncil.com/about.html](http://www.andromedacouncil.com/about.html) - section heading: "Who and what is the Andromeda Council"

1. Star system: Arcturus Planet: Pitolla
2. Star System: M103 Planet: Legola
3. Star System: Procyon Planet: Kaena
4. Star System: Alhena Planet: Degaroth

and from the Pleiades constellation, star system Taygeta, planet Dakote - these people are also stationed on this biosphere; as are the people from the Silver Legion.

(3) NEMANSTAE (Nemahn-stae) **Purpose:** Livable 3D biosphere with 4D and 5D dimensional beings who will assist 3D Earth humans of all races to adjust to their new lives on the biosphere for their transport to the other 3D world. This biosphere can hold: billions & billions of people including the 1.75 + billion Earth people. There will also be other 3D humanoid people from approximately (2 or 3) other 3D worlds known as: Aura, Baterra & Wahnkae (all typical Earth size people; but with much different variations of eye & coloring, the people from Baterra have beautiful, natural, multiple - 'birth markings' on their faces & bodies, and the people from Wahnkae have a much more stocky build) all located in the Milky Way galaxy as well as all being located relatively close to Earth. Each of these planets only have one race of people per planet. It is expected everyone will get along. This is the reason for the 10-12 year time span for travel to this new world so that people get to spend the time necessary getting acclimated, getting to know one another, and used to one another.
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Earth people, including many Earth animals & ocean/sea animals, will be the first people to board this transport ship. This biosphere is the size of Jupiter.

**Note:** the new Earth like world is in fact – the size of Jupiter. A beautiful virgin world (not yet named), it is lush and green. It has hills, mountains, crystal clear rivers, springs, waterfalls, large oceans (fresh water, not salt). Keep in mind, this is a completely virgin world, nobody has tampered with it. And there are no native people currently living on this world, none. There are four (4) completely separate, large continents. There are also a few large, medium & small islands. There are some native animals to this planet. It revolves around two (2) suns, therefore there is only day time with full sunshine & twilight.

(4) PLEIADRA (Plee-odd dra) **Purpose:** The exact same as “Nemanstae” as described on the prior page. It is a completely livable 3D biosphere with 4D and 5D dimensional beings who will assist 3D Earth humans of all races, including the humanoids of the other worlds, to adjust to their new life on the biosphere for their transport to the other 3D world. This biosphere is also the size of Jupiter.

(5) SARSTA (Sar-sta) **Purpose:** Engineering/Builders Biosphere. This is where the creation of livable 4D manifestations is done (i.e. house structures, clean water, clean air, space ports, mechanical computerized food compartments, ships, etc.) for Earth’s new 4D way of Life. This biosphere is the size of Venus.

(6) VIERA (Vee-arr-ah) **Purpose:** Interstellar and Multi-dimensional Communication Center for throughout the Milky Way galaxy. It is the place of operations for the - “Telepathy and Vocal Communication Observation & Advisory Board”. This biosphere houses scientists & sociologists on this board to whom the members of the – “Galaxy Sector Planetary Exploration Discovery & Assessment” various teams – report regarding each Andromeda Council & Galactic Federation potential new member. You can find all of the references to all of the sub-committees & advisory boards on the Andromeda Council web site: [http://www.andromedacouncil.com/about.html](http://www.andromedacouncil.com/about.html) under the section called: “Sub-committees & Advisory Boards”. This biosphere is roughly the size of Mars.
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The six (6) Andromeda Council hospital biospheres, hospital ‘ships’

NOTES:

Healing

Chief Medical Officer Azar has said there are different types of doctors for different types of treatments just like you have on Earth. The only exception is that we use different frequencies of energy, light, color, sound; and we use replicators for food on the biospheres as ordered by the doctors.

The counseling teams deal with the energy re-alignment and the psychological / emotional and mental stability of the human patients. Once they have been treated for their physical, emotional, and any other traumas, they are counseled and transferred to another hospital biosphere for orientation and education.

After their initial orientation and having received an updated education, Earth humans can make their own choice to return to Earth with their memories intact, or removal of traumatic memories, to finish out their lives with the time line re-call of their original memories.

Counselors have a big responsibility because they have received each Earth human’s soul records given to them by Chief Medical Officer, Azar, and/or her staff. From Earth human’s soul records the counselors bring the up-to-date patient reports to Chief Medical Officer Azar, and/or her staff. They have meetings with her to determine what decisions they need to make based on the Earth’s human soul records. These meetings are to be held by the medical team to discuss with each patient various options because they do not want to interfere with the patients’ previously agreed to learning experiences with regard to each person’s own chosen life experiences, for each life time he or she has come to Earth. The counseling teams can advise each patient, providing suggestions for improvement. But they cannot take away each persons assigned/chosen learning experiences until each patient completes them before moving on to the next phase of their life’s mission.

Adoption

If an Earth human being is single and has no family on Earth - he or she may decide if he or she wants to do the following: - to remain with the Andromeda Council. With the approval of the Andromeda Council and their sub-committees, each person will be given Galactic Federation citizenship which entitles them to be adopted by the Andromeda Council, and be placed with a family who will sponsor him/her for their continued education and integration for placement to any planet of their choice within the Galactic Federation. He or she would go to the hospital biosphere of WANDEKI to be awarded Andromeda Council adoption and placement with the sponsor family through the Galactic Federation membership planet of his or her choice.
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(7) PONTAE  (Pahn-tae)  **Purpose:** Physical Healing for 3D Earth human forms *[only 3D Earth humans]*

**Note:** For Earth human patients that need immediate triage treatment, Chief Medical Officer Azar did not want these Earth human patients to be further ‘traumatized’ by seeing star people that are different than humans of Earth. She felt they would need to be in more ‘comfortable’, familiar surroundings. For this reason, we have one hospital biosphere that is specifically only devoted to serving an – Earth human population. Once patients have been treated and counseled, then they can see humanoids from other home worlds, other than Earth. If the PONTAE biosphere is at full capacity for human beings, then, the other multi-dimensional hospitals are on stand-by to provide available space for Earth humans as well. This biosphere is the size of: **Pluto.**

### Break down of human - Medical staff aboard this biosphere.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>doctors</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nurses</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>staff (nursing companions)</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counselors</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Standard Biosphere Count of Commander, Officers, and Crew

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Officers</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crew members</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilians including families</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>55,012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HUMAN MEDICAL STAFF</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFFICERS, CREW, CIVILIANS/FAMILIES</td>
<td>55,012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td>65,012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(8) **TESTSOL**  (Test-soul)  **Purpose:** Psychological / Emotional Healing*

*Asterisk Note:* This refers to all dimensional life forms that have need of healing, in addition to the 3D dimension physical forms, because multi-dimensional beings [4D, 5D] have fought against the negative forces on the behalf of humans. Multi-dimensional 4th and dimensional beings will be taken to the following five (5) biospheres depending on which area of treatment they need based on severity: TESTSOL, MANTRAEL, MIKA, ANDORA and WANDEKI.

**Psychological / Emotional Health – TREATMENT – Healers & Staff Quarters**

**Psychological / Emotional Health Observation / Patient Rooms - Psychological Healer Offices and Consultation Rooms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Break down of Psychological / Emotional Healing Biosphere</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,000 Psychiatric Healers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 Nurses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000 Housekeeping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000 Peace-keeping Security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23,000 TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Standard Biosphere Count of Commander, Officers, and Crew**

| 12 Officers                                               |  |
| 50,000 Crew members                                      |  |
| 5,000 Civilians including families                       |  |
| 55,012 TOTAL                                            |  |

**TOTALS**

| 23,000 PSYCHOLOGICAL / EMOTIONAL HEALERS                  |  |
| 55,012 OFFICERS, CREW, CIVILIANS/FAMILIES                  |  |
| 78,012 Grand Total                                        |  |
(9) MANTRAEL (Man-tray-ell) **Purpose:** Energy Healing of Soul Signatures*

Energy Healers / Staff Quarters

Energy Soul Signature Holographic Observatory / Patient Rooms / Energy Soul Offices and Consultation Rooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Break down of Energy Healing of Soul Signatures Biosphere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Healers</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Assistants</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housekeeping</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace-keeping Security</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard Biosphere Count of Commander, Officers, and Crew

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Officers</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crew members</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilians including families</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>55,012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY HEALING STAFF &amp; SECURITY</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFFICERS, CREW, CIVILIANS &amp; FAMILIES</td>
<td>55,012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>70,012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(10) MIKA (Mee-ka) **Purpose:** Psychological / Emotional Counseling*

**Psychological / Emotional Health – Follow-up Counseling / Counselors & Staff Quarters**

**Psychological / Emotional Health - Patient Rooms/Emotional Counselor Offices & Consultation Rooms**

**Break down of Emotional Counseling Biosphere**
- 5,000 Emotional Counselors
- 5,000 Emotional Assistants
- 5,000 Housekeeping
- 3,000 Peace-keeping Security
- **18,000 TOTAL**

**Standard Biosphere Count of Commander, Officers, and Crew**
- 12 Officers
- 50,000 Crew members
- 5,000 Civilians including families
- **55,012 TOTAL**

**TOTALS**
- **18,000 EMOTIONAL COUNSELORS**
- **55,012 OFFICERS, CREW, CIVILIANS / FAMILIES**
- **73,012 Grand Total**
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(11) ANDORA  (An-doora)  **Purpose:** Soul Record Memory Downloads*

Soul Record Library (TOTAL LIFETIME – SOUL – RECORDS / ARCHIVES)

Universal Librarians / Staff Quarters  [3D, 4D, 5D, 6D] [including: Earth people]

Much like a ‘mainframe computer’, this biosphere contains the many total soul lifetime records for each patient. It is used toward the tail end of the healing process to help patients understand the greater overall picture of their total lifetime experiences.

Soul Record - Large Scale Holographic Observatory Room / Guest Rooms (for doctors & patients) / Universal Librarian Offices and Consultation Rooms.

**Break down of Soul Records/Archives Biosphere**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>Soul Record Universal Librarians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>Individual Soul Record Assistants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>Housekeeping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>Peace-keeping Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Standard Biosphere Count of Commander, Officers, and Crew**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>Crew members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>Civilians including families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55,012</td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>SOUL RECORD ARCHIVES STAFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55,012</td>
<td>OFFICERS, CREW, CIVILIANS / FAMILIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93,012</td>
<td>Grand Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(12) WANDEKI (Whan-dekee)  

**Purpose:** Reunion of Star families/final counseling sessions*

Final patient counseling & processing biosphere - for discharge.

Star Family - Extended Stay Quarters / Biosphere Housekeeping Staff

Counseling Observatory / Group Rooms, Meeting Rooms, Final Counseling and Release Rooms

| Break down of Star Families – Final Patient Counseling & Discharge Biosphere |
|---|---|
| 10,000 | Final Session Counselors |
| 20,000 | Documentation Approval Release Counselors |
| 10,000 | Housekeeping |
| 10,000 | Sponsor Families from Andromeda Council |
| 10,000 | Peace-keeping Security |
| 60,000 | TOTAL |

| Standard Biosphere Count of Commander, Officers, and Crew |
|---|---|
| 12 | Officers |
| 50,000 | Crew members |
| 5,000 | Civilians including families |
| 55,012 | TOTAL |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55,012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>115,012</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Andromedan Biosphere ships have beautiful park areas with greenery, lakes, beaches, meditation spaces, grazing spots for animals, etc. These parks exist within the different living areas of the ship decks, there is always sunlight, a sun, and sky in the parks. Bio living technology helps to create these environments.
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Park area for socializing, walking, enjoying the view of the water, and fishing from the fish pool areas. The fishing areas are utilized by 3D races who enjoy catching fish in a human way, the fishing rod hooks are bio matter technology so are not sharp and do not hurt the fish.

Beyond the park area there is an open water ocean as well there is a viewing deck area above the park to see the ocean from a higher elevation aerial view point.
The biosphere ships incorporate living spaces with green spaces where there are trees, plants, beaches, waterfalls, mountains, etc.

The air and water are clean, there is no pollution, as everything is created with clean environments in mind. There are various habitats created for animals, and other wildlife.

The biosphere ships are like living planets and beings can live on them for long periods of time as they travel in space. Many of the environments are self-sustaining ecosystems that are designed for prolonged space travel.
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Beautiful Andromeda Architectural buildings, built with bio sustainable materials that are environmentally friendly
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Incorporating architectural design with water ecosystems in clean living environments on both planets and ships
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Buildings having green spaces incorporated with architecturally sound design building concepts
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Houses and apartments built to promote eco friendly environmental living without pollution or waste
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Ovid shaped house set amidst a forested area
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Zen meditation garden to learn levitation and teleportation as part of everyday education of psychic abilities
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Green tranquility garden, bringing in and shifting nature frequencies for positive energies
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Homes built with environment friendly materials and designed to fit into the ecosystems of various different habitable zones on planets and ships.
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Calming and soothing bedroom design. Promotes relaxation and a stress free environment with gentle lighting and peaceful color pallets.
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Underwater theme bedroom
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These bedrooms are compact and designed for space ship living quarters that are mid sized
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Andromedan Bathrooms and Showers
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Andromedan healing sonic spas and ionic showers
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Living room with couches, seats, and a mini style kitchen and bar design

Small living room with fridge and table for eating
Living Room Design Concept #1

Spacious white layout design with built in digital entertainment wall units.

This living room has a kitchen bar and chairs. The cupboards have sliding out replicator units to make food.
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Dinning Area Concept #1

Calm soothing colors with soft lighting provide a peaceful eating and dinning area for both home owners and guest alike.

Come and experience an evening of fine dinning and good company with your fellow friends.
Dinning Area Concept #2

Elegant black and white eating and dinning area design. Business class design concept with built in panel fridge area that slides in and out and other panels housing a replicator unit.

Come and experience a night of good food and great company with fellow business partners or friends.
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Office rooms in homes and on ships
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Some of the Andromeda biosphere ships have central shopping centers where visitors or staff can get items. In order to obtain goods in the shopping center the staff have virtual credits from doing work assignments, learning practicums or volunteering. Those credits can go towards getting items from the shopping kiosks. If staff want to get an item that is slightly above the credit of the goods they are purchasing they can put the item ticket on a tab and when they have the credits the tab is taken care of.
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Lounge Design Area #1
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Lounge Design Area #2
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Lounge Design Area #3
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Art Gallery and Museum
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Andromedan Restaurant
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Andromedan Hotels and Lobbies
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Andromedan Hotel Lobby Areas
Business conference room. This conference room can seat 12 people.

It has sliding down holographic projection screens by the tables as well as on the central viewing wall.

There are computers for reviewing data.
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Andromedan Conference center facing out to the ocean.

This large conference center has three levels and can seat about 250 people for delegation meetings and negotiations.
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Medical Center and Reception Area
Sickbay and medical rooms in hospitals and healthcare centers. The hospitals have laser technology and sound healing vibrational instruments that heal injuries, trauma, and diseases with different color/light spectrums as well as sound frequencies.
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Research laboratory at one of the healthcare center facilities. The laboratory specimens/experiments batches slide in and out for viewing from the research desks.

There are about eight labs at each healthcare center.

The hospitals have four labs at each of their facilities.
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Astronomy viewing deck and main bridge deck of the Andromeda Primary Biosphere ship
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One of the command centers on the Primary Andromeda Biosphere ship
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Andromedan exploration vessel looking for uninhabited planets out in uncharted solar systems. The space chairs or seats on the craft act as neural interface grid links with the pilots sitting in the chairs. The neural interface allows the pilots to see incoming data from the ships flight plans, open worm holes in space for time dilation travel in timelines, or quantum leaping into the past or future, there are time buffer technologies installed on most space ships so unauthorized time travel cannot happen. As well the neural link in the space chairs acts like a super computer interfacing with the person’s brain amplifying their psychic abilities. Some beings can manifest anything while sitting in these chairs like physical objects, or they can teleport themselves from one point in location to another say on a planet by just thinking of the location and the neural link creates a star gate portal to the place and the person goes through the portal to get to the visualized location point.
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Visiting four ET Races of the Andromeda Council

The people you can expect to meet who will come to Earth to make first contact will likely come from four (4) affiliated Andromeda Council planets: Ventra, Nikotae, Toleka and Ritol. The people from all four planets are human just like you, the People of Earth.

Here are the following physical traits and descriptions of all four races.

Ventra
The people from this planet have white porcelain type skin, beautiful emerald green looking eyes or dark blush purple eyes. They have fine strawberry blonde hair. The women are petite, about 5’ tall. The men are about 6’ – 6’ 2”.

Nikotae
The people from this planet have light creamy, to mid-mocha color skin. They would look to be very much like a person of mixed Caucasian & African races on planet Earth. These people are in fact of mixed races. Hair ranges in color from black to brown, of all different textures, short & tight to long & light curly & flowing. Their eyes are all colors of brown, dark to light, and some times people with the lighter colored brown eyes – they have gold flecks in their eyes. The women are generally about 6’ tall. And the men range from about 6’5 - 6’7”.

Toleka
The people from this planet have beautiful, pale, very light green skin, with light blue almost aquamarine colored eyes. Their fine hair ranges from being almost silvery to very light blonde. With both the women & men, they would be considered to have an average range of Earth human height. Their ears are slightly pointed. Think of the fictional “Vulcans” from Earth’s STAR TREK television shows.

Ritol
The majority of the original people from this planet have light blue skin. They have thick full white hair. They have really deep, deep purple colored eyes. These people also have inter-mixed marriages with Caucasian looking people from a planet in the Tau Ceti star system, Loeki (joke-ee) & as a result, their light blue skin color gets even lighter. They have all different eye colors because of the inter-mixing of the races. Their hair color is either black, or red, and is also full & thick in appearance. For those people who have inter-mixed marriages with the “Native Americans” looking people from the planet Dakote, their look becomes a more “muted” blue look.

The people of Ritol have also married people from the planet Nikotae, people who have the light creamy to mid-mocha color skin. They have retained their people’s texture of thick full hair. These people overall are very tall in height. The women are generally 7” – 7’ 2” tall. The men are usually between 8’ – 8’2” tall. Ritol is very much a “melting pot” kind of a planet, much like Earth.

Information about the Four Visiting races comes from Tolec of Andromeda Council at: www.andromedacouncil.com
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Andromeda Representative Saucer Scout Ship

This is the saucer shaped scout ship that the four visiting races representatives will be arriving in when they will come to Earth to make first contact with the people. These representatives will help to teach the people about Earth’s true history in the universe, helping us to adjust to the evolutionary changes that are taking place on the planet and to humanity.
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Andromedan Physical Appearance

Body shape same as human. Build slight (less muscular than humans), however some of the Andromedan races have muscular bodies and same types of builds as humans. Height 5 - 7 ft. or 6 – 7 ft. Hair color varying shades of blonde to light brown. Eyes same size and shape as humans. Eye color ranges from turquoise blue to light green. They have head hair, eyelashes and eyebrows but no body hair. Some Andromedans have light blue skin and different colors of hair, multiple shades.

Information from: Shattering the Matrix
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Societal and Social Structure

Very similar to Pleiadian structures. Very much built on a sense of community and oneness. Rather than cities, Andromeda itself has 'villages'. There are some cities which are ecosystem friendly and blend in with nature without causing pollution or harm to the environment. Transport is teleportation or small above-ground craft. Dwellings and buildings tend to be circular or ovoid in shape (no sharp angles, similar to Pleiadian architecture). All construction materials are organic-based, natural fiber or crystalline in nature (hard to explain without the correct terms). People live in small to large family groups, but community activities are important. All are considered 'family' including those not of Andromedan origin. Work is done by those with the expertise and with a passion for the work, and all assume a task to ensure everything runs smoothly. There is trade and a barter system rather than currency.

There is no political structure per se, but rather a council of wise elders which guides each planet within the Andromedan system and whom work together by consensus.

Children are conceived the same way as on earth. Gestation is normally 9 months but can be accelerated using technology available. Birth is without trauma or pain thanks to healing technology (sorry, can't translate that to earth yet!). Children are raised with the understanding that all of the community are family and they can expect support, advice or guidance from anyone. Education begins from birth and extends to the equivalent of the earthly age of 30. Lifespans average about 800-1000 earth years.

Many Andromedans are gifted crafts people, musicians and sculptors. Traditional sculpture consists mainly of 'light sculptures' using certain technology to 'bend' light waves which is then enhanced with colors and intensity. Sculptures can be programmed with music and sound which is pleasing to the viewer. Some sculptures are large enough to walk through and interact with. Andromedans are very good with their hands in terms of creating beautiful things.
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Societal and Social Structure (Continued)

Andromedans are very musical and often have wonderful singing voices. They can play any instrument you give them and they have some very talented composers. Composition is spontaneous and no two pieces of music are the same.

The planet Andromeda's sky has a purplish hue. The greens are more vibrant than on earth (a different expression of the color spectrum). They have a common tree there that is scarlet and is very beautiful. At times they have an atmospheric phenomena similar to the aura borealis where there is a display of rainbow colors in the sky. The planet Andromeda has oceans, but they do not cover as much area as on earth. There are some lakes too. The villages are surrounded by forests and some cultivated land. There is no measuring of time there, except by the seasons which are similar to earth but without the extremes.

Like the Pleiadian people, Andromedans are explorers and have long been travelling to earth, first in space craft, then by teleportation and communication through channeling and telepathy. They did at one time have bases on earth during the age of Atlantis.

Diet is vegetarian, and almost all food is grown on the different worlds within the system or traded for.

Communication is telepathic and empathic, but music and sculpture could be described as a communication for Andromedans too.

As a people they are very fun-loving. They like to balance work with lots of relaxation and play. Entertainment is a big factor for them too. They are very loving, giving and gentle people.